• **Rangoli**, the **Indian Association at Penn** is a University of Pennsylvania organization, that was formed to prolong our culture, and rekindle the spirit of various Indian traditions and festivals with verve and vigor. Rangoli is proud to continue it’s journey, as it continues to be one of Penn's completely incorporated organizations. We are open to every member of Penn's community as we try to reach out to the various other cultural groups. Rangoli receives its funds from the Graduate and Professional Student Assembly, **GAPSA**.

• Exciting **events** planned for this year –
  - Webinars
  - Alumni chats
  - Induction webinars
  - The Buddy project

/Rangoli Indian Association at Penn

pennrangoli.president@gmail.com
ksridhar@seas.upenn.edu
miti@seas.upenn.edu

https://www.dolphin.upenn.edu/rangoli/index.htm